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Syllogisms with Statistical Quantifiers

BRUCE E. R. THOMPSON

/ Introduction In this paper I will develop a system of categorical syllo-
gisms, with square of opposition and rules of validity, for categorical statements
having statistical quantifiers. Rules for the development of syllogistic systems
having an indefinitely large number of quantifiers have already been worked out
by Peterson and Carnes [3]. More recently, Brown [1] has provided a syntax and
a semantics for quantifiers of all types. My approach differs from the work of
Peterson and Carnes in two important respects:

1. Their approach was to develop infinitely many separate systems, each
with a finite set of quantifiers defined within it. My approach in this paper will
be to develop a single system within which infinitely many quantifiers are
defined.

2. Their approach gave the normally vague quantifiers 'few' and 'many'
a precise meaning within each system (through that meaning could vary from
one system to the next). This was accomplished by selecting a pair of quanti-
fiers within each system with which 'few' and 'many' could be arbitrarily iden-
tified. My approach will be to treat 'few' and 'many' as strictly associated with
the base quantifier "100% of". They will, however, retain their vagueness, and
this will make it necessary to add an arbitrary element elsewhere in the system.

2 Percentile quantifiers To express quantities other than those recognized
for classical and intermediate categorical propositions, Peterson and Carnes use
ratios, such as "f of", rather than using quantifiers expressed as percentages.
In this system we will take the alternative approach. We will recognize an infinite
number of quantifiers for categorical propositions, all of the form "Λ% of",
where 'n9 is any real number such that 0 < n < 100. This basic form may be
modified by adding the word "almost", to produce another infinitely large set
of quantifiers of the form "Almost n°/o of".

Both kinds of quantifiers receive minimal interpretation. In [5] I explain
that a quantifier receives "minimal" interpretation when it means at least that
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quantity, and possibly more; a quantifier receives "maximal" interpretation
when it means no more than that quantity, and possibly less. Thus the statement,
"25% of S are P " is, of course, true if the actual percentage of S's that are P's
is exactly 25%, but it is also true if the actual percentage of S's that are P's is
37%, 69%, or even 100%. The statement "Almost 33% of S are P" , which
might, of course, be true when in fact only 32% of S are P, would also be true
when 47% of S are P. That is, it is true for quantities slightly less than 33%,
and for any quantities greater than that. (The world "almost" is, of course,
vague, so that the question how much less counts as "slightly" less is not a ques-
tion that can be given a definitive answer. This creates some problems for our
rules of validity, which will be discussed later.)

We will also recognize three types of quantifiers which may be defined in
terms of the quantifiers which we already have:

1. Quantifiers of the form "More than «% of", where "More than n% of
S are P " =df It is not the case that "(100 - «)% of S are not P" .

2. Quantifiers of the form "Many more than n% of", where "Many more
than AI% of S are P " =df It is not the case that "Almost (100 - n)°7o of S are
no tP" .

3. Quantifiers of the form "Less than n°7o of", where "Less than n°7o of
S are P " =df "More than (100 - «)% of S are not P" .

Quantifiers of the form "Less than n°7o of" are given maximal interpreta-
tion, i.e., they are understood to mean no more than that quantity, and possi-
bly less. As with all maximally interpreted quantifiers, this gives them negative
meaning. A categorical proposition of the form "Less than n°7o of S are not P "
is, therefore, a double negative, and must be treated as an affirmative statement.

Quantifiers of the form "More than «% of" and those of the form "Many
more than /?% of" naturally receive minimal interpretation.

It should be noted that these definitions permit some rather anomolous
constructions. It may make sense to say, for example, that prices have increased
by more than 100%, but it is not possible for some statement to be true of more
than 100% of a class. Hence, any time the quantifier constructions "More than
100% of" and "Many more than 100% of" appear in a proposition, that propo-
sition will necessarily be false. Conversely, due to the concept of "minimal
interpretation", the quantifier constructions "0% of" and "Almost 0% of",
which must be taken to mean at least that quantity and possibly more, will
invariably make the propositions in which they occur true. (This is not, of
course, to say that such propositions are necessarily true when they occur in
ordinary English. In the context of ordinary language we usually interpret
these constructions as "100%...are not" and "Almost 100%...are not",
respectively.)

Quantifier constructions which produce necessarily true or necessarily false
propositions could, of course, be prohibited by placing an ad hoc restriction
upon them, but in my opinion it is better simply to permit them. The conse-
quences of such a policy are, I think, perfectly acceptable, provided we bear in
mind a consistent distinction between validity and soundness. Thus it may be
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the case that certain syllogisms which employ these anomolous constructions will
be valid, but unsound by virtue of having a necessarily false premise, or vacu-
ous by virtue of having a necessarily true conclusion.

Given these primitive and defined quantifiers, it is possible to establish four
types of quantification, each either affirmative or negative, yielding eight log-
ically possible forms that a categorical proposition may take:

Affirmative Negative

A: n°7o of S are P. E: n°7o of S are not P.
P: Almost n°7o of S are P. B: Almost n°7o of S are not P.
K: Many more than n°7o of G: Many more than n°Jo of S

S are P. are not P.
I: More than n°7o of 5 are P. O: More than «% of S are not P.

The following immediate inferences may be recognized as valid:

a. Conversion is valid only for E statements, where n = 100, and for / state-
ments, where n — 0.

b. Contraposition is valid only for A statements, where n — 100, and for 0 state-
ments, where n — 0.

c. Ob version is, as always, universally valid.

This system of categorical syllogisms includes both the complete
Aristotelian system and the complete system of intermediate syllogisms devel-
oped by myself [5] and by Peterson and Carnes [3]. ι The following equivalen-
cies show how.

Affirmative

A: "All S are P" is equivalent to "100% of S are P".
P: "Few S are not P " is equivalent to "Almost 100% of S are P " .
T: "Most S are P" is equivalent to "More than 50% of S are P " .
K: "Many S are P" is equivalent to "Many more than 0% of S are P " .
I: "Some 5 are P" is equivalent to "More than O°7o of S are P " .

Negative

E: "No S are P " is equivalent to "100% of S arc not P".
B: "Few S are P" is equivalent to "Almost 100% of S are not P".
D: "Most S are not P " is equivalent to "More than 50% of S are not P".
G: "Many S are not P" is equivalent to "Many more than 0% of S are not P " .
O: "Some S are not P" is equivalent to "More than 0% of S are not P " .

Besides showing that the older systems are contained in the present system,
these equivalencies provide a rationale for assigning mnemonic letter names to
the categorical statements recognized in this system. Except for Γand D state-
ments, the old letter names (explained in [5]) are simply carried over and ex-
tended to other statements of the same quality having the same quantifier form.
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Thus, any affirmative statement with a quantifier of the form "rt% of" may be
referred to as an A statement. Any negative statement with a quantifier of the
form "Almost n°7o of" may be referred to as a B statement. Hence, in the new
system, Γand D statements are merely /and O statements, respectively, where
/i = 50.

3 Distribution values In order to develop squares of opposition and rules
of validity for this system it is necessary to have distribution values which can
be assigned to the terms of each kind of categorical statement. In this system
a distribution value, or distribution index,2 will be a numerical value consist-
ing of two parts:

1. the limiting value (or limit), which may be any real number, n, such that
0 < n < 100. For all quantifiers receiving minimal interpretation, the V of the
limiting value will be just the '«' of the percentile quantifier.

2. a modification indicator, written as a subscript to the limiting value. The
function of the modification indicator is to measure the amount of slack or
vagueness which the vague quantifiers have in a particular context. The modifi-
cation indicator is expressed using two special variables, V and V, which will
require some explanation.

V is the "significance level" of the context within which the statement
occurs. Given a certain context, V is that value such that "Many more than n°/o
of S are P " is true when the actual percentage of S's that are P's is (n + σ) or
greater. Because of the way in which "Many more than n°7o of" is defined, V
is also that value such that "Almost n°/o of S are P " is false when the actual per-
centage of S's that are P's is (n — σ) or less. V is defined arbitrarily, depending
on the context of the statement but, if it is to function in accordance with its
intended meaning, it cannot be less than or equal to 0 nor greater than 100, and
in fact, like the significance level of statistical tests (with which it may be loosely
identified), it will rarely be greater than 5.

V is a special variable denoting "infinitesimal positive magnitude". The
principles of an arithmetic using infinitesimal numbers, as originally envisioned
by Leibniz, have been worked out in Robinson [4]. For our purposes only two
of the properties of infinitesimals need to be noted:

a. (n + ι) > n
b. if m < n, then m < (n - (x-t))

where V is some positive infinitesimal, and 'ra\ V , and V are any finite real
numbers whatsoever.3 Being greater than 0, V is a value such that "More than
n°/o of S are P " is true when the actual percentage of S's that are P's is
(n + L) or greater. Consequently, V is also a value such that "Almost n°/o of
S are P " is true when the actual percentage of S's that are P's is greater than,
or equal to, (n - (σ - t)), or, what is the same thing, (n + (i - σ)). 4

The following rules of distribution explain how a distribution index may
be assigned to the terms of a categorical proposition:
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1. Distribution by Quality
a. Any affirmative statement gives its predicate a distribution index

of 0t.

b. Any negative statement gives its predicate a distribution index of

1000.
2. Distribution by Quantity

a. Any categorical statement with a quantifier of the form "«% of"
gives its subject a distribution index of n0.

b. Any categorical statement with a quantifier of the form "Almost n%
of" gives its subject a distribution index of fl(t_σ).

c. Any categorical statement with a quantifier of the form "More than
n°7o of" gives its subject a distribution index of nL.

d. Any categorical statement with a quantifier of the form "Many more
than n% of" gives its subject a distribution index of nσ.

e. Any categorical statement with a quantifier of the form "Less than
n°7o of" gives its subject a distribution index of (100 - n) t.

The distribution indices of two terms may be added to or subtracted from
each other as follows.

For addition: mx+ ny = (rn + n)^x+y).
For subtraction: mx — ny = (m — n)(X-y).

In general, comparisons between two values must consider both the limiting
value and the modification indicator. As long as these two factors agree, there
is no problem. Thus it is true that '830 < 100/ since both '83 < 100' and '0 <
C are true. In cases where the two factors disagree, however, it is necessary to
make some calculations in which the value of V may need to be considered. We
may state the formula for comparison of distribution values as,

(mx > ny) iff (m - n) > (y - x) .

This makes it possible to state the general principle of implication for cate-
gorical statements. Let Sp be the distribution index of the subject of some cate-
gorical proposition, p, and let Sq be the distribution index of the subject of some
proposition, q, having the same terms as p. We may say that p implies q iff

1. p and q have the same quality, and

2. Sp > Sq.

This allows us to account for such intuitively valid immediate inferences as,

47% of S are P.

.'.Almost 50% of 5 are P.

The value of Sp is 470, while the value of Sq is 50( t_σ). Let us assume σ = 5.
Then,

(47 - 50) = - 3 > - ( 5 + i) = (ι - 5) - 0 .

Hence the inference is valid, in settings where σ = 5, or indeed in any settings
where σ > 3.
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4 Square of opposition We have now defined all of the relations which
make up the Square (or rather Squares) of Opposition for this system. In addi-
tion to the implication relation just stated, the relation of contradiction follows
from the definitions of the derived quantifiers. Contrary and subcontrary rela-
tions are derivable from the implication and contradiction relations, so do not
need to be independently defined. Thus, for any number, /?, it is possible to con-
struct a complete square of opposition. There are, however, three distinct pat-
terns which such a square may have. For n < 50, the following pattern occurs:

K: Many more than (100 - n)Vo c o n t r a r y G: Many more than (100 - n)Vo
of S are P. \ / of S are not P.

o \ / o

? \ # ?

/: More than (100 - n)°7o V$> g/ O: More than (100 - n)°/o of

of S are P. ^ ^ > A β & £ ^ S are not P.

A: n% of S are P. « ^ ζoV \& E\ n°/o of S are not P.

Ή / \ Έ<

.§ / \ .§
P: Almost Λ% of S are P . — s u b c Q n t r a i Ύ B: Almost Λ% of S are not P. 5

For n > 50, the pattern depends upon the value of V . Normally V will
be less than the difference between n and 50, and when this is so, the Square
of Opposition looks like this:

A: nVo of S are P. —contrary £ t ^ % Q f g ^ n Q t p

e \ / α
O \o A/ O

P: Almost nVo of S are P. y >/ B: Almost «% of 5 are not P.

/:.- Many more than (100 - n)°7o / \ S G : Many more than (100 - n)°7a
of 5 are P. &/ V% of S are not P.

I / \ i
/: More than (100 - /ι)% s u b c o n t r a r y o . M o r e t h a n ( 1 0 0 _ Λ ) % o f

of 5 are P. S are not P.

Sometimes, however, it is possible for V to be greater than n — 50 (for
example, when σ = 5, and n = 51). In this unusual circumstance, the following
pattern occurs6:
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K: Many more than (100 - n)% c o n t r a r y G: Many more than (100 - n)Vo
of S are P. \ / of S are not P.

c \ / c

v4: «% of S are P. V* y £: «% of 5 are not P.

I: More than (100 - n)% ^ , / \ O: More than (100 - «)% of
of S are P. £y \& S are not P.

i / \ i
P: Almost n% of 5 are P .— s u b c o n t r a r y B: Almost n% of 5 are not P.

5 Rules of validity The ability to add, subtract, and compare distribution
values makes it possible to use mathematical formulas to express the rules of
validity for this system of categorical syllogisms. Let Ml and Pp be the distri-
bution indices of the terms of the major premise (the middle term and the major
term, respectively) Let M2 and Sp be the distribution indices of the terms of the
minor premise (the middle term and minor term, respectively). Let Sc and Pc
be the distribution indices of the terms of the conclusion (the minor term and
major term, respectively). Finally, let PMbe the distribution index of the predi-
cate of the major premise, and let Pm be the distribution index of the predicate
of the minor premise. The maximum distribution which any single occurrence
of a term can receive is 1000, so a term with a distribution index of 1000 may
be said to be fully, or maximally distributed. The rules of validity may be stated
as follows:

Rule 1. The middle term must be more than maximally distributed by the
premises, i.e., Ml + M2 > 1000.

Rule 2. The minor term in the premises must be distributed to at least the same
degree as the minor term in the conclusion, i.e., Sp > 5c.

Rule 3. The major term in the premises must be distributed to at least the same
degree as the major term in the conclusion, i.e., Pp > Pc.

Rule 4. The number of negative premises must equal the number of negative
conclusions, i.e., PM + Pm — Pc + 0t.

Some examples will show how this system functions. To take the most obvi-
ous type of example, the following syllogism is valid.

All M are P. Ml = 1000 Pp = 0L

31.2% of S are M. Sp = 37.2O M2 = 0t

.\37.2°7o of SareM. Sc = 37.20 Pc = 0t
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The syllogism meets Rule 1, since (Ml + M2) = (1000 + 0t) = (100 +
0) t = 100t; and it is true that 100t > 1000, since (100 - 100) = 0 > - t =
(0 — ι). The syllogism meets Rule 2, since 37.20 > 37.20. The syllogism meets
Rule 3, since 0t > 0 t.

Rule 4 captures the principle that a valid syllogism may have a negative
conclusion if and only if one (and only one) of the premises is negative. If all
three propositions are affirmative (as in this case), then PM + Pm = 0t + 0t =
Pc + 0 t. If one of the premises were negative, then PM + Pm would be equal
to 1000 + 0 t. In that case the conclusion would also need to be negative so that
Pc + 0t would equal 1000 + 0t as well.

Rules 2, 3, and 4 are relatively straightforward. Most of the complications
in the system are to be encountered in the application of Rule 1 to syllogisms
in the third figure. For example, the following syllogism is valid.

Almost 27% of M are not P. Ml = 27 ( t_ σ ) Pp = 1000

Many more than 73% of M are S. M2 = 73σ Sp = 0L

Λ Some S are not P. Sc =0L Pc = 1000

Again the syllogism meets Rule 1, since (Ml + M2) = (27 ( t_σ ) + 73σ) =
(27 + 73)(( t_σ ) + σ) = 100t. The other rules are, of course, also met. To under-
stand why this syllogism is valid it is important to remember that "almost" and
"many more than" are defined as having complementary meanings, like "few"
and "many" in the intermediate syllogisms (see [2] and [5] for discussion). Thus,
granting that we do not know precisely how much short of 27% we may be in
the major premise, we know that we are at least that much over 73% in the
minor premise. That is, we know that there must be at least some overlap among
the M's spoken of in the first premise and those spoken of in the second
premise.

The following syllogism is also valid.

Less than 25% of M are P. Ml = Ί5L Pp = 1000

25% of M a r e 5. M2 = 250 Sp = 0L

/.Some S are not P. Sc =0L Pc = 1000

Ml has the value 75, since the "Less than «% of" quantifier construction
gives its subject term a value of (100 - n)L9 which in this case is (100 - 25 ) t =
Ί5L. Pp has the value 1000, since the "Less than n% of" quantifier receives
maximal interpretation, so that the major premise in this case is a negative
proposition. Rule 1 is met since (75t + 250) = 100t > 1000. Again there is no
particular problem with the other rules, all of which are met.

The following syllogism may or may not be valid, depending on the value
of σ in the setting in which the syllogism occurs.

Almost 50% of M are P. Ml = 50 ( t_σ ) Pp = 0t

Almost 55% of M a r e S. M2 = 55 ( ι _ σ ) Sp = 0t

Λ Some S are P. Sc = 0L Pc = 0L

The calculation for Rule 1 gives us (Ml + M2) = (50 ( ι_σ ) + 55 ( ι_σ )) =••
1052( t_σ). The question is whether 1052(t_σ) > 1000. The formula for compar-
ison recasts this as (105 — 100) = 5 > (2σ — 2t) = 0 — 2(t — σ). Let us suppose
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σ = 5. In that case the syllogism is invalid, since it is false that 5 > (10 — 2ι).
Since V is an infinitesimal number, the quantity (10 - 2t) is infinitely close to
10; and any number infinitely close to 10 will naturally be greater than 5. Now
let us suppose that σ = 1. In that case the syllogism is valid, since it is true that
5 > (2 - It). Thus we may say that this syllogism is ambiguously valid, since,
without knowing the context of the argument we cannot know whether σ is small
enough to make the conclusion follow from the premises or not.

Of the 105 valid classical and intermediate syllogisms (vide Peterson and
Carnes [3]) several may be regarded, technically speaking, as ambiguously valid.
In all of these cases, however, the syllogisms could only be regarded as invalid
for σ > 50. For example, the BPO-3 syllogism looks like this:

Few M are P. Ml = 100 ( t_σ) Pp = 1000

Few M are not S. M2 = 100 ( ι_σ) Sp = 0t

.'.Some S are not P. Sc = 0t Pc = 1000

The calculation for Rule 1 goes as follows. (Ml + M2) = (100 ( ι_σ ) +
100( t_σ) = 2002(ι-σ). The comparison 2002 ( t_σ ) > 1000 becomes (200 - 100) =
100 > (2σ — 2t). The syllogism is therefore valid for any settings in which
σ < 50. It is difficult to imagine any occasions, even in ordinary unscientific
arguments, where the value of σ would go much over 5. σ greater than 50 is vir-
tually inconceivable, so it is probably safe to say that all of the classical and
intermediate syllogisms are unambiguously valid, speaking at least in practical
terms.

There are also a couple of situations in which first figure syllogisms may
be ambiguously valid. The more mundane type of situation involves the appli-
cation of Rule 2. For example,

All M are P. Ml = 1000 Pp = 0t

83% of S are M. Sp = 83O M2 = 0L

.*. Many more than 80% of S are P. Sc = 80σ Pc = 0t

Whether Rule 2 is met in this case depends upon the value of σ. Let us sup-
pose σ = 1. In that case 83O > 80σ is true, since (83 - 80) = 3 > σ = (σ - 0).
That is, the syllogism is valid since 3 > 1 is true. But if σ = 5, then the syllogism
is invalid, because 3 > 5 is false. Ambiguities of this type are in fact related to
ambiguities on Rule 1. Using the reverse of Aristotle's method of reducing to
first figure, we may replace the major premise of the above syllogism with the
denial of the conclusion, and replace the conclusion with the denial of the major
premise, to obtain a new syllogism.

Almost 20% of S are not P. Ml = 20 ( t_ σ ) Pp = 1000

83% of S are M. M2 = 83O Sp = 0L

:. Some M are not P. Sc = 0t Pc = 1000

This syllogism, like the previous one, is valid for σ = 1, but invalid for

σ = 5. (Ml + M2) = (20 ( t_σ ) + 83O) = 103 ( ι_σ ). Given σ = 1, then 103 ( t_σ ) >

lOOo, since (103 - 100) = 3 > (1 - t) = 0 - (t - 1). Given σ = 5, then

103 ( t_σ ) > lOOo is false, since (103 - 100) = 3 > (5 - i) = 0 - (i - 5).
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Finally there are some ambiguously valid first figure syllogisms that run
afoul of Rule 1. For example,

Many more than 97% of M are P. Ml = 97σ Pp = 0L

42% of S are M. Sp = 420 M2 = 0t

.'.42% of S are P Sc = 420 Pc = 0t

The situation in this case is complicated. Under normal circumstances a
person would not use a construction like "Many more than 97% of" unless he
was not prepared to say simply "all". Thus we would normally suppose that,
in such an instance, σ would be less than (100 — n). If this is so, then the syl-
logism is invalid. Let us suppose σ = 1. In that case, (Ml + M2) = (91 σ +
0t) = 9 7 ( σ + 0 . It is, however, false that 9 7 ( σ + 0 > 1000, since (97 - 100) =
- 3 > - ( 1 + ι) = 0 - (σ + L). If, on the other hand, we suppose that σ is greater
than (100 — n), then the syllogism is valid, but cannot possibly be sound. Let
us suppose, for example, that σ = 5. In that case the syllogism would be valid
since (97 - 100) = - 3 > - ( 5 + 0 = - ( σ + t) = 0 - (σ + t). But then the major
premise couldn't possibly be true, since the actual percentage of M's that are
P's would have to be at least 102% or greater, which is absurd. Thus the
syllogism would be valid but not sound. In only one kind of case could such a
syllogism be both valid and sound, namely the situation in which σ is precisely
equal to (100 - n).

6 Conclusion In my opinion, the main virtue of this system rests in its abil-
ity to reflect our ordinary intuitions about arguments. In particular, by permit-
ting ambiguities I think that this system captures our ordinary intuitions better
than would a system with no ambiguities. Moreover, this system is able to
express arguments that cannot be captured by the lower predicate calculus.
Despite recent work by Brown [1], the predicate calculus still cannot recognize
as valid any arguments which employ quantifiers other than the existential and
the universal, and even then it cannot recognize as valid any arguments in which
a particular conclusion is drawn from universal premises. The system of syllo-
gisms presented in this paper and the predicate calculus each recognize infinitely
many argument forms, but their area of overlap is a mere fifteen forms: the clas-
sical Boolean syllogisms. In light of this, it will be interesting to see whether a
system of predicate logic can be developed which would include the capacities
of both systems.

NOTES

1. The system developed in [5] fails to recognize twelve valid syllogisms in the third fig-
ure. For example the TTI-3 syllogism,

Most M are P.
Most M are S.
Some S are P.

should have been recognized as valid. The system developed by Peterson and Carries
in [3] corrects this defect in my original system.
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2. The term "distribution index" was coined by Peterson and Carnes [3].

3. Robinson defines a number, a, as infinitesimal if \a\ < m for all positive finite values
of m. As Robinson points out, this definition makes 0 an infinitesimal. Infinitesimal
values not equal to 0 may be defined in this manner:

a. A number, r, is said to be infinite if it is not the case that there exists a finite
real number, m, such that \r\ < m.

b. A number a, is said to be infinitesimal if there exists an infinite number, r,
such that a — r~x.

4. The referee has pointed out that if V is conceived as a specific value, then given that
"More than n°/o of S are P " is true when (n + ι)% of S's are P's, then it will be pos-
sible to postulate some smaller infinitesimal number, ι', so that we may imagine a sit-
uation in which "(« + ι')% of S are P " is true, while "(« + ι)% of S are P " is false.
Under such conditions we would wish to say that "More than n°7o of S are P " is true,
while in fact it fails to meet the specified truth conditions. I think this problem can
be side-stepped by treating V not as a specific infinitesimal value, but as a variable
which may be satisfied by any infinitesimal positive magnitude whatsoever.

5. Not every relation is shown on this, and on the following squares. The relations not
shown are, however, fairly easy to discover.

6. In the still more unusual case where σ is exactly equal to (n — 50), the square collapses
from eight statements to four. The truth conditions of the A statement coincide with
those of the K statement, those for / coincide with those for P, those for E with those
for G, and those for B with those for O.
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